February 15, 2021
Dear Chairman Usher and Members of the House Judiciary Committee:
The Montana Human Rights Network opposes House Joint Resolution 11 on behalf of our 8,000
members and supporters across the state. The Montana Legislature only meets a few months every
other year with a large agenda. It’s unfortunate that the committee has been brought a resolution that’s
part of an urban legend promoted by Far-Right activists. The preoccupation with the supposed dangers
posed by Antifa is so common in right-wing circles that we’ve dubbed it the “Antifa Fantasy.”
We saw an example of the Antifa Fantasy play out in Montana last summer. In June 2020, current Public
Service Commissioner and former state Senator Jennifer Fielder posted on social media that a caravan of
Antifa was on its way to Missoula to wreak havoc in the community during local protests against police
violence (see attached MHRN article). This set off a firestorm on social media, which resulted in
unaccountable paramilitary militia groups showing up at these anti-racist protests. When the Antifa
forces never showed, militia activists claimed credit for scaring them off. The reality was the caravan
never existed, which was confirmed by multiple law enforcement and media sources.
This Antifa Fantasy played out all over the country, where Far-Right activists acted like Antifa was going
to invade their communities by land, air, and sea (see attached Buzzfeed article). The Fantasy was
nothing but paranoid hysteria meant to drive a Far-Right narrative. Security and intelligence
organizations have not documented any Antifa structure or leadership. Antifa is much more of an idea
that is sometimes referenced by activists rather than an actual organization.
While the Far Right promotes the notion of a violent Left, there is no debate that the real threat to our
communities comes from right-wing extremism. According to the Department of Homeland Security and
FBI, white nationalism is the greatest domestic threat to the country (see attached New York Times
articles). We all watched this threat become a reality when the violent right-wing mob attacked the U.S.
Capitol on January 6, 2021. In the aftermath, the Far Right sought to invoke the Antifa Fantasy again,
claiming the attack on the Capitol was done by Antifa. However, there have been no legitimate reports
lending credibility to these claims (see attached Reuters article).
Instead, the Capitol attack was planned and executed by Far-Right groups like the Oath Keepers, an antigovernment militia group whose founder lives in Montana (see attached CNN article). Over the last year,
law enforcement and government entities have realized the threats posed by the Far Right. Montana

consistently ranks first, or near the top, for having the most hate groups per capita in the country (see
attached 24/7 Wall Street article). These are the types of groups that law enforcement has serious
concerns about when it comes to threatening community safety. The most recent report by the
Southern Poverty Law Center for Montana includes a chapter of the Proud Boys, which has a formal
structure and leadership and is known for violent criminal activity. Another think tank, the Center for
Strategic and International Studies, found that white nationalist groups were responsible for 67% of the
“terrorist plots and attacks” in the first eight months of 2020.
The threat to Montana and our country is clear. It comes from right-wing extremism, not
unsubstantiated rumors of widespread violence by Antifa. The best option this committee has is killing
HJ 11. If you choose to pass it, we recommend you remove Antifa and replace it with groups like the
Oath Keepers, Proud Boys, and other such real threats to our communities. In closing, please vote NO on
HJ 11.
Travis McAdam
Program Director:
Combating White Nationalism & Defending Democracy
Montana Human Rights Network
(406) 442-5506 ext. 11
travis@mhrn.org
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KEEPING SAFE AS
MILITIAS SPREAD
“ANTIFA FANTASY” IN
MONTANA
June 4, 2020

Local O cials Should Denounce Rumors, Reject Armed
Activists
Anti-racist activists and concerned communities
around the state are protesting in response to the
murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis. At the same
time, Far Right paramilitaries are spreading rumors to
encourage violence against people of color and their
supporters. MHRN is sharing the facts behind these
rumors and offering two actions that community
members can take to help prevent the violence that
these activists of the Far Right crave.
Debunking Rumors in Montana
Late Monday, former state Senator Jennifer Fielder
set off a firestorm of misinformation regarding antiracist events in Montana. She posted a note on
Facebook warning that “multiple reports from
https://mhrn.org/2020/06/04/antifafantasy/
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credible
witnesses” said
a caravan of
Antifa members
was planning to
infiltrate antiracist protests
planned in
Coeur d’Alene,
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle
Idaho, before
featured this photo of the antiheading to
racist protest held in Bozeman on
Missoula. Since
May 31, 2020.
this post went
live, variations on Fielder’s claims have been shared
far and wide in militia and other anti-government
Facebook groups. Members of these groups have
responded by fantasizing about the chance to shoot
Antifa demonstrators.
There were several problems with Fielder’s claim and
the agitation it created, but the most important one
was this: There was no caravan. MHRN thoroughly
researched the situation and was unable to find any
solid proof of a caravan, and neither could several
law-enforcement sources MHRN contacted. Instead,
the claims made by Fielder followed an “Antifa
Fantasy” template that is sweeping the country. Both
the Associated Press and the Idaho Statesman have published
articles debunking the claim. Additionally, the
Kalispell Police Department issued a statement yesterday
that says it has no information of “any outside
groups” planning events in their area. A Montana
Public Radio piece quoted the Missoula Police
Department making similar statements.
MHRN is issuing this information because facts
matter. MHRN is also concerned that this Antifa
https://mhrn.org/2020/06/04/antifafantasy/
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Fantasy is being exploited by armed militia groups to
divide our communities and intimidate peaceful
protesters.
The Reason for the “Antifa Fantasy”

MHRN believes the real goal of this Antifa Fantasy is
to mobilize armed right-wing activists to show up
and interfere with peaceful protests in our
communities. By making it sound like protesters
could be out-of-state Antifa members, it’s easier for
armed militia activists to try to justify violence
towards people of color and concerned community
members at anti-racist events. After spending much
time researching these rumors in many antigovernment Facebook groups, MHRN’s Travis
McAdam stated:

“I can tell you these militia folks have very itchy
trigger fingers and are excited by the possibility of
‘protecting and saving’ their communities. When
Antifa hasn’t shown up, the armed militias are taking
credit for scaring them away, even though the
caravan never existed.”

The rumors have already helped turn out armed
activists at anti-racist protests in the state. MHRN is
receiving consistent reports from community
activists that versions of the Antifa Fantasy are
spreading fast in communities. Some reports also
claim armed militia members are planning to show
up at future anti-racist protests, while some militia
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activists are offering to protect local businesses from
the supposed Antifa protesters.
“The armed activists showing up at anti-racist
protests want to intimidate people at these peaceful
events,” said McAdam. “They want confrontation.
They want protests to turn violent, so afterwards they
can blame racial justice supporters for the situation.”
What You Can Do In Your Community
MHRN recommends that community members call
on their local governments to publicly denounce the
rumors and make a statement rejecting the
presence of armed paramilitaries at peaceful antiracist protests held in their communities. Find a list of
local government leaders here: https://mtleague.org/basic.
At the protests themselves, MHRN encourages
attendees to stay safe. This means refusing to feed
the conflict that counter protesters and armed militia
members want to play out for the media covering
the events. Any interaction could escalate into a
dangerous situation for protest participants and
especially people of color. MHRN encourages protest
attendees to have a safety plan that includes:
Keeping your values, the purpose of the event, and
the care and safety of people of color at the
forefront of your actions.
Thinking about an exit plan.
Attending with a friend.
Keeping your temper under control. You can even
practice this at home with a friend beforehand so
that you don’t put yourself, and especially people
of color, at risk.
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Following the guidance of event organizers on safe
locations to protest that are out of the way of
traffic.
Listening to those tasked with de-escalating
situations.
Staying out of dark spaces or having a light with
you.
Communicating suspicious activity to organizers
and friends. Please report that type of activity to
MHRN afterwards using our online form.
There are many compassionate, thoughtful people
who are organizing these events to bring community
members together. However, it’s important to be
aware of unsubstantiated rumors, the entities that
are promoting the rumors, and strategies to have
safe, peaceful events that support anti-racism and
people of color.
MHRN wants people to know militias are showing an
increased interest in local anti-racist protests, and
some of them are indicating that they may attend.
Adding armed people with vastly different intentions
and goals into these emotionally charged spaces is
concerning. That said, MHRN hasn’t seen any specific
plans detailing armed attacks on anti-racist
protesters. If MHRN comes across such information, it
will immediately be shared with local organizers and
authorities.
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How The Antifa Fantasy Spread In Small
Towns Across The US
Rumors of roving bands of Antifa have followed small protests all over the United States. Why
are people so ready to believe them?
Anne Helen PetersenBuzzFeed News Reporter
Posted on June 9, 2020, at 4:55 p.m. ET
•
•
•
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The rumor that shadowy leftists planned to start trouble in Great Falls, Montana, first
appeared on the Facebook group of the Montana Liberty Coalition late last Wednesday
afternoon.
“Heads up,” a man named Wayne Ebersole, who owns a local cover crop business, wrote.
“Rumor has it that Antifa has scheduled a protest in Great Falls Friday evening at 5 p.m.
in front of the Civic Center.” He asked the group if anyone had any more information, or
if anyone was available to “protect businesses.”
“It has been confirmed through the police department,” one commenter replied. “They
have a permit for tomorrow night and are in town now.”
They weren’t. Police later said they had been “working to quell the rumor.” But that
didn’t stop it from sweeping across various right-wing groups. Within 24 hours, a
screenshot of Ebersole’s post had been posted to the Facebook Group for the Montana
Militia, whose members have recently dedicated themselves to tracking the perceived
threat of antifa all over the state, including coordinating armed responses to “protect”
their towns. (Ebersole did not respond to a request for comment.)
And by Friday at 5 p.m., as about 500 protesters gathered to protest systemic racism and
police brutality, a handful of armed men had massed at the edge of the
demonstration.“We heard that a little group called Antifa wanted to show up and not in
our town,” one man, who declined to be named, told the Great Falls Tribune. “All it takes
is a word and a whisper.”
As protests against police brutality and in support of Black Lives Matter continue to
proliferate across the small towns and rural communities, so, too, have rumors of white
vans of masked antifa driving from town to town, reportedly intent on destruction. In
Hood River, Oregon, antifa were, according to screenshot of a fake Instagram story,
calling on followers to “root loot do anything in your power.” In Spring Hill, Tennessee,
there was a “busload” staying at the Holiday Inn, prepping to loot Walgreens at noon. In
Wenatchee, Washington, bands of men dressed in black were surveilling potential targets.
In Payette, Idaho, a plane full of protesters was circling overhead. In Honolulu, antifa had
been flown in from the mainland. In Billings, Montana, some claimed agitators had been
spotted by the National Guard. In Nebraska, they were creating Craigslist ads offering to
pay people $25 a day to “cause as much chaos and destruction as possible.” In Sisters,
Oregon, they were planning to show up at the local Bi-Mart.
To be clear: All of these rumors were false. They were all, as the Deschutes County
Sheriff’s Office put it, “fourth-hand information.” To combat them, police departments in
dozens of towns are holding press conferences, posting announcements on social media,
and telling anyone who calls the station that there has been no indication of a planned

presence from antifa or any other outside agitators, whether “from Chicago” (code, in
many parts of the Midwest, for black people) or “from Seattle” (code for liberals).
Yet these rumors continue to spread. That spread is facilitated by Facebook — where
they thrive in groups whose previous focus was protesting pandemic-related shutdowns
and circulating conspiracy theories about COVID-19 — and fanned by President Donald
Trump, who recently declared his intention to label antifa a terrorist group. This morning,
the president raised the antifa menace yet again, tweeting that the protester violently
shoved by police in Buffalo, New York, “could be an ANTIFA.” (He was not.)
But the persistence of these rumors suggests a deeper fear of outside incursion, and the
necessity of an ever-alert, armed response. As encapsulated in a Reddit thread out of
Hood River, Oregon: “I’ll say this much: The people out here are armed to the teeth. If
you want to bring mayhem to this area, the end result will likely have you begging for
police protection.”

Stephanie Keith / Getty Images
An antifa member passes a fountain during an alt-right rally on Aug. 17, 2019, in Portland,
Oregon.

Antifa has become the right’s face of violent leftist protest in the United States, sloppily
aligned with, as the president put it on June 1, “professional anarchists, violent mobs,

arsonists, looters, criminals, rioters.” In a tweet, Trump claimed the national guard had
“shut down” the “ANTIFA led anarchists, among others.” (The DC field office of the FBI
reported no antifa involvement in protests, according to the Nation.)
It’s difficult to talk about antifa with any sort of precision. It’s “leftist” insomuch as it’s
against, well, fascism, authoritarianism, and white supremacists. There are some local
groups, but there’s no national leadership structure. Many antifa dedicate themselves to
finding white supremacists in their communities and outing them. Most people within
those groups are for violent protest only as a last resort, but a handful are for more
forceful displays and destruction. Here in Montana, I encountered a very small handful in
January 2017, when they showed up in Whitefish to counter a planned march by the
Daily Stormer, a neo-Nazi website.
The most important thing to understand about antifa is that there are very, very few of
them: According to the Washington Post, when the group tried to gather nationally, they
topped out at a few hundred.
Nevertheless, Trump has been building up the menace of antifa for years. He first began
evoking antifa following the Charlottesville “Unite the Right” rally, when he famously
claimed that there were “very good people, on both sides.” “Since then Trump has
returned to the term often in speeches,” Ben Zimmer writes in the Atlantic, always “with
an air of alien menace.”
Lifted by Trump’s rhetoric, that “alien menace” has accumulated around antifa in the
public imagination, making it all the easier to believe posts in which fake antifa accounts
promise to act in the exact ways Trump has described. On Sunday, May 31, a newly
made Twitter account — since linked to the white nationalist group Identity Evorpa —
posted: “Tonight’s the night, Comrades,” with a brown raised-fist emoji and “Tonight we
say 'F--- The City' and we move into the residential areas... the white hoods.... and we
take what's ours …”
The antifa threat has also been co-opted by QAnon, the nation’s most powerful and
influential conspiracy theory and movement. At Concordia University, Marc-André
Argentino researches the way extremist groups use social media as a tool to recruit,
spread propaganda, and incite acts of violence. Last week, he began tracking the uptick in
mentions of antifa within QAnon social media forums, which began to rise when “Q”
(the anonymous poster who guides the site) began mentioning it on May 30. At least for
the moment, QAnon is celebrating the protests (and antifa’s presence) for their potential
to spark the apocalyptic “storm” central to the QAnon theology. “Antifa is a nebulous
enemy, one that serves as a rallying cry for keyboard warriors and on-the-ground
militiamen,” Argentino told me.

Argentino has been noticing something else, too: a growing cross-pollination between
QAnon, which is often referred to simply as a conspiracy group, and more far-right
extremist groups, from the so-called Boogaloo Bois and Proud Boys to more
straightforward militias.
This intermingling was on display at the Reopen Michigan protests, where American
flags waved alongside Confederate ones. And you can see it now all over the West,
where the groups that advocated for reopening — often attracting a motley mix of
constitutionalists, “patriots,” anti-vaxxers, Second Amendment advocates, antigovernment advocates, and just straight up pissed off business people — have shifted
their focus to “protection.” In the Tri-Cities area of Central Washington, the shift is so
explicit that the Facebook group “Reopen Tri-Cities” has shifted, wholescale, to a second
group called “Protect the Tri.”

Aurora Simpson Photography
Armed men gather on Main Street in the historic downtown of Klamath Falls, Oregon, on May
31.

In Montana, most of the rumors of antifa presence in the state can be traced back to state
Sen. Jennifer Fielder, who warned her followers on June 1 of “multiple reports from
credible witnesses” that five white panel vans of antifa were on their way to Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho, and would then proceed to Missoula, Montana. Fielder, who lives in

Northwest Montana, is known across the state for ultra-right, “liberty-minded” views on
everything from public lands (they should be sold) to contact tracing (a form of
governmental overreach).
But Fielder didn’t start the antifa rumor. She just brought it to Montana. On Sunday, June
1, over in Klamath Falls, Oregon, the rumors were so compelling that hundreds of armed
people showed up to line the Main Street during a planned protest. The next night, in
downtown Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, a man with an AR-12, an AR-15, two 9 mm handguns,
and a .38 special told reporter Bill Buley that he was there, along with hundreds of others,
because he’d heard “there were some people who shouldn’t be here.”
In some cases, the people with guns showing up at these rallies are “supportive” of the
groups protesting — at least in so far as they’re supportive of the right to freely assemble.
They don’t actually believe the protesters, in many cases local high school students,
would turn to violence. Instead, they believe antifa is plotting to infiltrate the otherwise
peaceful protests and turn them violent — or, as was suspected in Lewiston, Idaho, use
the protest as a decoy in order to ransack the business district.
Which is why, as over a thousand people gathered to march along the Snake River in
Lewiston, dozens of others, many heavily armed, lined the streets downtown. One wore a
Hawaiian shirt (the “uniform” of the Boogaloo Bois) and held a sign with the name of a
III% militia member who had been shot by the police. Another wore a vest covered in
Nazi paraphernalia. Others were decked out in flak jackets, in camo, and Clinton
Conspiracy shirts. Similar scenes have played out this week in Bozeman, Kalispell,
Billings, Sandpoint, and Coeur d’Alene.
Travis McAdam, who’s tracked anti-government and hate groups for 15 years with the
Montana Human Rights Network, calls it the “Antifa Fantasy.” A version of this fantasy
has long existed, in some form, in militia circles: “An outside, shadowy entity is going to
come in,” McAdam recounted, “and whether it’s to disarm the community or attack it,
these folks are going to mobilize and fight it off. Antifa is just the bogeyman that they’ve
stuck in this narrative.”
Put differently: Militia members get to plan, anticipate, and enact the idea at the
foundation of their existence. And they get to do it in a way that positions them as “the
good guys,” fighting a cowardly bogeyman easily vanquished by show of force alone. As
a popular meme circulating in North Idaho put it, “Remember that time when Antifa said
they were coming to Coeur d’Alene / And everyone grabbed their guns and they didn’t
come? That was awesome!” It doesn’t matter if antifa was never coming in the first place.
They didn’t come, and that’s evidence of victory.
And that victory can then be leveraged into further action — and a means to extend the
fantasy. On the Montana Militia page, a man named Tom Allen, whose home is listed on

Facebook as Wibaux, Montana, posted that he’d spent the night in Dickenson, North
Dakota, “protecting” the veterans monument during a planned protest. A group of bikers
showed up to guard the nearby mall, protecting “all of Antifa’s usual targets.” There was
no incident. (Allen did not respond to request for comment.)
Afterward, Allen wrote, a man who had helped coordinate the defense followed a group
of perceived antifa to an Applebee’s, where he said he overheard them talking about “the
waitress and how they wanted to rape her,” “killing cops” and “other violence,” and their
future plans: “They’re saying there’s going to be a ‘firestorm’ in Billings this weekend.”
The post was shared more than 1,800 times.
Like Argentino, the online researcher, McAdam sees this current “protect” movement as
an extension and consolidation of anti-government movements that have been percolating
for years. Back in 2008, when tea party rallies began sprouting up all over the United
States, many of them were attended and organized by people authentically upset about
economic policies. But those protests, like the reopen protests, also drew in antigovernment agitators and militia members, who then began to influence and, in some
cases, take over the leadership in the tea party groups.
“That dynamic is very similar to what’s happening now,” McAdam said. “A core group
of people coming from the anti-government movement are always looking for a crisis,
where you have a divisive issue in the community that they can tap into and exploit. The
COVID pandemic was one thing, and now we’ve got another avenue.” And people who
might not ever consider themselves “militia” or even anti-government, who might have
joined a reopen group in frustration, are now exposed, and perhaps more receptive, to
rumors of roaming antifa in need of rebuke.

Aurora Simpson Photography
Armed men and women show up in Klamath Falls, Oregon, after rumors of an outside antifa
presence at a Black Lives Matter protest.

“You can really see that in the Facebook groups,” dozens of which McAdam monitors. “I
would see people posting early on a Tuesday morning, saying, ‘I don’t know if this
Antifa rumor is real,’ and then later in the day, they’d be like, ‘Well, I dunno if I believe
this, but I’m going to go drive around Missoula and look for these Antifa vans.’”
When someone in your Facebook feed posts a warning to be on the lookout for antifa in
your small town, it might seem like low-stakes nonsense. But beneath such a seemingly
silly rumor lurks a larger ideological iceberg: the idea that radical leftists are out to defile
and destroy, and the only recourse against them is an armed, unrestricted militia. QAnon
theory builds on this, suggesting that all of it — the protests, the police reaction, the
presence of antifa — has been preordained as part of a coming mass destruction
And QAnon isn’t just a niche conspiracy theory. Tweets from its proponents are regularly
retweeted by the president. At least 50 current or former candidates for Congress, plus
the Republican nominee for the US Senate in Oregon, are public QAnon supporters. And
that doesn’t even include candidates running on the state or local level.

As Adrienne LaFrance argued in the Atlantic, QAnon has become a religion, with clearly
defined sides of good and evil, hungry for converts. The antifa fantasy functions
similarly. Whether you’re in Lewiston, Idaho, or Klamath Falls, Oregon, it’s so, so easy
to believe.
And as QAnon continues to cross-pollinate ideas with violent, extremist groups,
“keyboard warriors” may bring their conspiracies into the real world. As Argentino put it,
“If you’re in QAnon, and you see your messianic leader, Trump, at risk of losing the
election, and the mass arrests that Q has promised is not coming, at some point people are
going to question: If the Q team and Q can’t do this themselves, maybe they need the
digital patriots to become offline patriots.”

Logan Cyrus / Getty Images
A member of the far-right militia Boogaloo Bois walks next to protesters demonstrating outside
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department Metro Division 2 just outside of downtown Charlotte,
North Carolina, on May 29.

On June 2, Trump sent out a blast to his email list. The subject line: ANTIFA.
“Dangerous MOBS of far-left groups are running through our streets and causing
absolute mayhem,” the email said. “They are DESTROYING our cities and rioting — it’s
absolute madness.”

That night, in Forks, Washington, a multiracial family from across the state in Spokane
pulled up to a local outdoors store. They were in a decommissioned school bus and
picking up supplies on their way to go camping. In the parking lot, a group of people
from seven to eight cars surrounded them and accused them of being antifa. According to
a statement from the sheriff’s office, the family then drove off to their camping site,
trailed by a handful of cars. In two of the cars, people were holding semi-automatic
weapons. As the family was setting up camp, they heard the sound of chainsaws and
gunshots in the distance. When they attempted to leave, they found that trees had been
felled onto the road, trapping them on site.
“For lots of folks, it’s much easier to accept the idea that the only people who could be
protesting the local police would be from outside the area,” McAdam explained. “It
couldn’t possibly be that people of color in our community could have bad experiences
with local law enforcement.” Or, for that matter, with locals in general.
“The ‘outsiders’ part of this narrative is just so important,” McAdam said. “It allows
people to say, and to believe: ‘We don’t have problems in our community.’” ●

•

Anne Helen Petersen is a senior culture writer for BuzzFeed News and is based in Missoula,
Montana.
Contact Anne Helen Petersen at anne.helen.petersen@buzzfeed.com.
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Delayed Homeland Security Report Warns of ʻLethalʼ White Supremacy
An annual assessment that a whistle-blower said was withheld for months did not hold back on the threat from violent
extremists and tagged Russia as the primary source of disinformation.
By Zolan Kanno-Youngs
Oct. 6, 2020

WASHINGTON — The Department of Homeland Security warned on Tuesday that violent white supremacy was the
“most persistent and lethal threat in the homeland” in an annual assessment that a former intelligence chief had accused
the agency of withholding in deference to President Trump.
The intelligence chief-turned-whistle-blower last month accused the department of blocking the report and directing
analysts to play down the threat of violent white racism as well as Russian election interference to align the agency’s
message with the president’s. But the ﬁnal report appeared to do no such thing.
The threat assessment highlighted white supremacists as the most deadly among domestic terrorists in recent years and
Russia as the primary threat to spreading disinformation.
“I am particularly concerned about white supremacist violent extremists who have been exceptionally lethal in their
abhorrent, targeted attacks in recent years,” Chad F. Wolf, the acting secretary of homeland security, wrote in the
foreward to the assessment. The threat report also stated that “Russia is the likely primary covert inﬂuence actor and
purveyor of disinformation and misinformation within the homeland.”
The agency also highlighted Iran and China’s cyberwarfare abilities and warned of a potential surge in migration to the
southwest border.
The delayed release of the report has been a point of scrutiny for a department that has faced consistent accusations of
morphing into a tool for Mr. Trump’s re-election campaign. After the department singled out domestic terrorists and
speciﬁcally white supremacists in a terrorism framework in September 2019, the agency’s leadership committed to
releasing a follow-up assessment to the threat as well as a blueprint to confront it within months. It took far longer.
Brian Murphy, who was demoted from his post as the Homeland Security Department’s intelligence chief in August, said
last month in a whistle-blower complaint that Mr. Wolf and his deputy, Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, blocked the release of the
assessment because of how it would “reﬂect upon President Trump.”
The Homeland Security blueprint did ﬁnally emerge, shortly after Mr. Murphy’s complaint. It included $10 million for
nonproﬁts and other organizations to prevent extremist violence.
The administration’s treatment of white supremacy re-emerged as an issue last week, when Mr. Trump failed to condemn
white racist violence during the presidential debate, even after Christopher A. Wray, the F.B.I. director, afﬁrmed to
Congress the lethal threat of the racist extremists.
Now, the Homeland Security Department has done so in the assessment.
“This threat assessment conﬁrms two things: that white supremacist extremists are the top domestic threat to the
homeland, and they are often inspired by President Trump’s rhetoric,” said Representative Bennie Thompson, Democrat
of Mississippi and the chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee.
The threat assessment for the most part mirrored drafts that were leaked to the public, refuting concerns that the
department would dilute any warnings. The department did add a section absent from previous versions of the report,
titled “exploitation of lawful and protected speech and protests.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/06/us/politics/homeland-security-white-supremacists-russia.html
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The section echoed Mr. Trump’s description of city governments led by Democrats as fostering chaos.
“We have seen over 100 days of violence and destruction in our cities,” according to the report. “The co-opting of lawful
protests led to destruction of government property and have turned deadly.”
While a majority of the protests against police violence and racism this summer were peaceful, some did include
individuals who committed violent acts, including in Portland, Ore., where the Homeland Security Department sent
teams of tactical agents. The aggressive methods of those agents, including forcing demonstrators into unmarked cars
and using tear gas, is under investigation by the inspectors general for the Homeland Security and Justice Departments.

Members of the Proud Boys and other extremist groups at a rally in Portland, Ore., last
month. Maranie R. Staab/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

Some demonstrators also lobbed commercial-grade ﬁreworks at a federal courthouse and the agents surrounding it. A
self-proclaimed supporter of the loose-knit movement known as antifa was also accused of fatally shooting a right-wing
activist who was part of a pro-Trump caravan in Portland. That antifa supporter, Michael Forest Reinoehl, was shot and
killed last month by law enforcement agents before he could be taken into custody.
While the threat assessment does not speciﬁcally mention antifa, it does warn of anti-government groups that could
commit violence under the guise of protests. Last May, a suspected member of the boogaloo, a generally right-wing
movement that seeks to bring about a second civil war, shot and killed a member of the Federal Protective Service during
protests in Oakland, Calif. Mr. Trump blamed “the left” for the killing.
The report also warns that extremist groups could be inspired to attack because of restrictions to limit the spread of the
coronavirus.
“We also remain particularly concerned about the impacts from Covid-19, where anti-government and anti-authority
violent extremists could be motivated to conduct attacks in response to perceived infringement of liberties and
government overreach,” the report said.
It also indicated that the department was preparing for an increase in migration to the southwestern border. Homeland
security analysts warned that the easing of coronavirus restrictions could lead to an increase in border crossings by land
and sea.
The department has cited the pandemic in using a public health emergency to seal the border to migrants, rapidly
returning most to Mexico or other countries without offering to review their asylum claims.
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In an interview with CBS published on Monday, Mr. Wolf defended the assessment, noting that the Russia threat was
mentioned multiple times. But he also asserted that “the most long-term strategic threat to Americans, to the homeland
and really to our way of life would be the threat from China,” a position that mirrors Mr. Trump’s. Mr. Wolf has faced
criticism for refusing to single out the threat from Russia but rather placing it on the same level as Iran and China.
In the report, analysts described China as exploiting shortages of critical supplies, committing intellectual property theft
and waging disinformation campaigns on the internet. As for election interference, China and Iran have for the most part
targeted Mr. Trump, but intelligence ofﬁcers have said that Russia presented a more severe short-term threat.
Javed Ali, a former senior director at the National Security Council under Mr. Trump, said the homeland threat
assessment was reassuring “given the signiﬁcant politicization that has occurred” in the Homeland Security Department.
“It was good to see the H.T.A. take a more objective, nonpartisan and analytically driven perspective on cataloging the
major homeland threats,” Mr. Ali said, referring to the assessment.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/06/us/politics/homeland-security-white-supremacists-russia.html
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U.S. Will Examine Giving F.B.I. More Resources to Counter Domestic Extremism
The issue of violent extremist groups in the United States has come to the top of the agenda since a mob of far-right groups
stormed the Capitol on Jan. 6.

By Julian E. Barnes and Zolan Kanno-Youngs
Feb. 5, 2021

WASHINGTON — The Biden administration will examine if additional F.B.I. agents are needed at the bureau’s ﬁeld
ofﬁces to address the threat of domestic violent extremism, a senior administration ofﬁcial said on Friday.
Last month, the White House ordered a review of the threat of domestic violent extremism, led by the Ofﬁce of the
Director of National Intelligence. That assessment will inform a policy review that will consider F.B.I. resources,
additional authorities, foreign inﬂuence operations and other questions.
The senior administration ofﬁcial said that the assessment and initial policy review would take about 100 days. The
ofﬁcial spoke on a conference call with reporters on ground rules of anonymity to broach current policy discussions.
The issue of violent extremist groups in the United States has come to the top of the agenda since a mob of far-right
extremist organizations stormed the Capitol on Jan. 6. The assault, which aimed to stop the counting of Electoral College
votes and halt the transition of power to the Biden administration, has led to a string of federal charges against the
rioters.
Since the attack, there have been a series of questions about the intelligence gathered before Jan. 6, and whether the
federal government was taking the threat of violence and extremist groups seriously enough.
There is broad interest across the government in the issue of violent domestic groups. On Thursday, both Democrats and
Republicans on the House Homeland Security Committee expressed support for new domestic terrorism laws intended to
stop violence similar to the attack on the Capitol. And Senator Mark Warner, Democrat of Virgina, who is the new
chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, said this week that he had bipartisan support for his panel to investigate
the matter.
In a letter last month to President Biden, Senator John Cornyn, Republican of Texas and a member of the intelligence
committee, backed the administration’s assessment request and asked that the role of foreign adversaries be examined.
“It is crucial we understand the full extent of the threat facing our nation to ensure the tragic events of Jan. 6, 2021, never
happen again,” Mr. Cornyn wrote.
The administration ofﬁcial said the bulk of the intelligence review would fall to the intelligence arms of the F.B.I. and
Department of Homeland Security, but it is the role of the director of national intelligence to coordinate assessments that
involve multiple departments.
However, an element of the review will look at potential links between domestic groups and foreign networks and
organizations, the ofﬁcial added. That part of the review will involve intelligence agencies, including the C.I.A. and
National Security Agency, which are restricted in their collection of intelligence on Americans.
White House ofﬁcials expect that as part of the policy review, the F.B.I. will seek additional resources to deal with
domestic violent extremism. The ofﬁcial noted that a Department of Homeland Security examination found that white
supremacist terrorism was the most lethal domestic threat from 2018 to 2020.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/05/us/politics/fbi-intelligence-domestic-terrorism.html
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While some F.B.I. ﬁeld ofﬁces have a squad of agents who deal primarily with the threat of domestic extremist groups, not
all of them have a full contingent of resources dedicated to the ﬁght. However, former F.B.I. ofﬁcials say the domestic
terrorism threat can vary from state to state.
But the ofﬁcial said another part of the review would look at whether the bureau’s Joint Terrorism Task Forces were
structured to address the threat of American extremist groups and antigovernmental organizations. The review will look
at whether the task forces are capable of reporting episodes of domestic violent extremism and track the groups that are
involved, the ofﬁcial said.
International terrorist groups, like Al Qaeda, are far more hierarchical. In contrast, the ofﬁcial said, domestic extremist
groups are more loosely organized. Membership can shift, and different groups can come together, as they did during the
Capitol attack, and then split apart.
Adam Goldman contributed reporting.
Julian E. Barnes is a national security reporter based in Washington, covering the intelligence agencies. Before joining The Times in 2018, he wrote about
security matters for The Wall Street Journal. @julianbarnes • Facebook
Zolan Kanno-Youngs is the homeland security correspondent, based in Washington. He covers the Department of Homeland Security, immigration, border
issues, transnational crime and the federal government's response to national emergencies and security threats. @KannoYoungs
A version of this article appears in print on , Section A, Page 14 of the New York edition with the headline: F.B.I. Ability To Counter Extremists Scrutinized
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Fact check: Men who stormed Capitol identiﬁed by Reuters are not
undercover Antifa as posts claim
By Reuters Staﬀ

Social media users have been sharing content online that suggests those who stormed the U.S. Capitol
on Jan. 6 were Antifa, not Trump supporters. Many have been using compilations of pictures as
purported evidence, but examination of these images shows they do not support this claim.
Meanwhile, the FBI has said there is “no indication at this time” that Antifa had played a role in the
mob that stormed the Capitol.

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-capitol-mob-antifa-undercov/fact-check-men-who-stormed-capitol-identified-by-reuters-are-not-undercov…
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An explosion caused by a police munition is seen while supporters of President Trump gather at the U.S. Capitol
Building in Washington, January 6. REUTERS/Leah Millis

While it is impossible for Reuters to verify the identity of each person who took part in Wednesday’s
siege, this article covers some of the key images presented in social media posts as false evidence of
the rioters being “Antifa undercover”.
Examples of posts presenting various diﬀerent men as evidence can be seen here , here , here , here ,
here , here and here .
instagram-image-CJw0BUilBtU

Hundreds of President Donald Trump’s supporters stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday in a
stunning bid to overturn his election defeat, battling police in the hallways and delaying the
certiﬁcation of Democratic President-elect Joe Biden’s victory for hours (here).
The chaos unfolded after Trump - who before the election refused to commit to a peaceful transfer of
power if he lost - addressed thousands of supporters near the White House and told them to march on
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-capitol-mob-antifa-undercov/fact-check-men-who-stormed-capitol-identified-by-reuters-are-not-undercov…
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MAN WITH FUR, HORNS AND PAINTED FACE
Reuters Fact Check previously debunked the claims that a man wearing fur and a hat with horns was a
Black Lives Matter or ANTIFA supporter here .
Media outlets including AZ Central and Mashable quickly identiﬁed the man as Jake Angeli ( here ,
here ). According to AZ Central, he has been a “ﬁxture at Arizona right-wing political rallies over the
past year." In an interview with the news outlet in May 2020 visible here , Angeli spoke in favor of
President Donald Trump and his policies.

BrieAnna J. Frank

@brieannafrank · May 5, 2020

Replying to @brieannafrank
Jake Angeli, 32, sporting horns and body paint, yells his thanks to
President @realDonaldTrump and Q.
The latter is presumably a reference to QAnon, a controversial farright group.
@azcentral

BrieAnna J. Frank
@brieannafrank

Here’s part of my interview with Jake Angeli, the 32-year old
man I previously posted about, who thanked the president
@realDonaldTrump and Q.
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-capitol-mob-antifa-undercov/fact-check-men-who-stormed-capitol-identified-by-reuters-are-not-undercov…
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12:19 PM · May 5, 2020
6.2K

4.1K

Copy link to Tweet

In another video visible here , Angeli can be seen praising Trump and “Q,” a reference to the
anonymous leader of QAnon, an intertwined series of conspiracy theories whose followers believe that
President Trump is secretly ﬁghting a cabal of child-sex predators that includes prominent Democrats,
Hollywood elites and “deep state” allies.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Angeli’s own Facebook page examined by Reuters included posts and photographs indicating his
QAnon and Donald Trump.

He has since been charged with knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted building or grounds
without lawful authority, and with violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds (here).
The Justice Department identiﬁed him as Jacob Anthony Chansley (also known as Jake Angeli).

MAN WITH HAND TATTOO
Reuters Fact Check has previously debunked the claim of a man’s tattoo being proof that he is a part of
ANTIFA here .
Posts place an image of protesters inside the Capitol building alongside another image sourced to
“phillyantifa.org”.
The Philly Antifa website (phillyantifa.org) does have a page featuring an image of a bearded man who
shares certain characteristics with the person seen in the Capitol building. However, this page does
not describe the man as an Antifa supporter. Instead, it says the image shows an individual belonging
to an entirely diﬀerent group that Philly Antifa opposes.
Reuters has not identiﬁed the person pictured in the Capitol Building. However, a comparison of
tattoos on the right hands of both people would indicate that they are not the same person (compare
this image from the Antifa site here with this AFP image here ).
The tattoo seen on the other hand of the man in the Capitol appears to be a symbol from a computer
game (here) and not a hammer and sickle symbol as some posts have suggested (here).
ADVERTISEMENT
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MAN IN PELOSI’S OFFICE

Find Out More ›

Another photo used in social media posts shows a man with his feet on a desk in Nancy Pelosi’s oﬃce.
As the image from Getty began circulating widely on January 6 ( here , here , here ), New York Times
reporter Matthew Rosenberg identiﬁed him in a tweet as 60-year-old Richard “Bigo” Barnett of
Gravette, Arkansas (here). He also included a video of Barnett (here).

HuffPost
@HuffPost

A man who breached Capitol security sits at the desk of
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. (Photo: Saul Loeb/Getty)

1:32 PM · Jan 6, 2021
11.7K

8.1K

Copy link to Tweet

Matthew Rosenberg
@AllMattNYT

That’s Richard “Bigo” Barnett 60 from Gravette Ak showing
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@AllMattNYT · Jan 6, 2021

Replying to @AllMattNYT
He claimed that he was politely knocking on the door of Pelosi’s office
when he was pushed in by other protesters. It was a story he knew no
one would buy - “I’ll probably be telling them this is what happened
all the way to the D.C. jail,” he said.
Matthew Rosenberg
@AllMattNYT

Here’s Mr. Barnett, who goes by “Bigo,” telling the story in his
own words
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Less than half an hour later, Northwest Arkansas NBC aﬃliate KNWA-TV reported (here) that its
team “immediately recognized the man” from an interview they conducted with Barnett at a “Stop the
Steal” rally hosted by the Benton County Republicans in November.
NBC News reported that Barnett was arrested on Friday, January 8 (here). There is no evidence that
he has any connection with Antifa.

FUR PELTS AND POLICE SHIELD
Another man shared in Facebook posts is wearing fur pelts and carrying a police shield, identiﬁes
himself as Aaron, a resident of Brooklyn, New York. In a YouTube video ﬁlmed inside the Capitol, (
here ) the man says he came to “express (his) belief that the election was stolen.”
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There is no evidence linking this man to Antifa, and his personal Facebook page, which now appears to
have been removed, showed he had reposted content from Donald Trump, Jr. and Senator Ted Cruz,
as well as conservative commentators Laura Ingraham and Ben Shapiro.
When asked whether Aaron could be part of Antifa undercover, a source close to the Mostofsky family
told Reuters via email: “It’s not true. What he was recorded saying reﬂects his politics.”
‘NO INDICATION’ OF ANTIFA INVOLVEMENT
There is no credible evidence to support the notion that Antifa backers dressed up as Trump
supporters or that they led or spear-headed the rioting.
“We have no indication of that at this time,” said Steven D’Antuono, the FBI Washington Field Oﬃce’s
assistant director in charge, in response to a question over whether there was any evidence to support
allegations that perpetrators of the violence at the U.S. Capitol were “antifa inﬁltrators” who had
disguised themselves as Trump supporters.
Examining the most upvoted chat rooms in an online blog forum popular among Trump supporters on
the afternoon of January 8, Reuters found a mixture of narratives being presented among this
community. Some said “Patriots”, not Antifa, stormed the buildings while others blamed alleged
Antifa inﬁltrators.
Reuters has debunked other Antifa-related misinformation since Wednesday, including that Antifa did
not receive police escort from D.C. Police to the demonstrations (here), an Antifa confession prank
(here) and digitally altered news reports (here).
Correction Jan 10. 2020: an earlier version of this article referred to “Nancy Pelosi’s desk”. This phrase
has been changed to “a desk in Nancy Pelosi’s oﬃce”.

VERDICT
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Members of extremist Oath
Keepers group planned attack
on US Capitol, prosecutors say
By David Shortell, Katelyn Polantz, Evan Perez and Zachary Cohen, CNN
Updated 8:28 PM ET, Tue January 19, 2021

(CNN)Prosecutors on Tuesday filed the first significant conspiracy charge in the US Capitol
attack, alleging that three members of the so-called Oath Keepers, an extremist militant
group, planned and coordinated ahead of the January 6 assault.
In an amended complaint unsealed Tuesday in federal court, an FBI agent divulged striking
new details about the group's efforts. Jessica Watkins, the alleged founder of an Ohio
militia, had instructions to make explosives out of bleach printed out at her home, according
to the court document.
Chilling messages sent between the militants during the siege that are quoted in the
complaint appear to indicate they were searching for lawmakers inside the building as they
sought to stop Congress from certifying the presidential election.

While at the Capitol, one alleged member of the conspiracy, Thomas Edward Caldwell,
allegedly received a Facebook message reading "All members are in the tunnels under
capital seal them in. Turn on gas."
In subsequent messages, an unidentified person appeared to give Caldwell directions
inside the labyrinthian government building:
"Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 3floors down" one says. "Go through back
house chamber doors facing N left down hallway down steps," says another, according to
court documents.
Watkins turned herself into local police in the state on Sunday along with Donovan Crowl,
another member of the Ohio group accused in the conspiracy charges.
The pair, along with Caldwell, are accused of moving together "in an organized and
practiced fashion" as they pushed through a crowd towards a door to the Capitol building,
according to a charging document.
The three were part of a group of eight to 10 people all wearing paramilitary gear and Oath
Keeper paraphernalia, signifying their affiliation with the self-styled militia that's driven by
anti-government conspiracies, according to an FBI affidavit. (The Ohio militia founded by
Watkins pays dues to the Oath Keepers, according to the affidavit.)
Individual charges against the three had been revealed in recent days but the new
conspiracy charge grouping them together represents the most serious allegation of
coordinated activity at the riot made by prosecutors investigating the events of the
insurrection. Prosecutors have called Caldwell an apparent leader of the Oath Keepers, and
had previously charged him alone with conspiracy. (Oath Keepers leader Steward Rhodes
denied that to CNN.)
It's not clear who is representing Watkins and Donovan on the charges. Caldwell was
arrested in Virginia earlier Tuesday and at an initial appearance in federal court in
Harrisonburg, Virginia, Tuesday afternoon, a federal magistrate judge ordered that he
remain in jail as he awaits trial.
"The conduct and statements of Mr. Caldwell and the others, it really is just pure
lawlessness," Judge Joel Hoppe of the Western District of Virginia said.
Prosecutors said at the hearing that Caldwell could face more charges, potentially including
federal riot and sedition charges. He currently faces charges of obstruction of a federal
proceeding, destruction of federal property and two conspiracy counts that carry serious
possible penalties.
Caldwell's defense lawyer argued that he should be released because he is at risk of
contracting Covid-19 in detention, his charges are not that serious and that he is a retired
Navy captain who served the country and was honorably discharged. Caldwell said in court
he still receives retirement payments from the Navy.
"Seventy percent of Republicans believe that the election was fraudulent," his temporarily
appointed defense lawyer said, adding that Caldwell's opposition to the government wasn't
out of the ordinary for "blustering on Facebook."

According to a recording of walkie-talkie-like communications that the militant group
members were allegedly having during the riot, Watkins said that she was part of a team of
30 to 40 people.
"We have a good group. We have about 30-40 of us. We are sticking together and sticking
to the plan," Watkins said, according to the affidavit.
At another point in the recording, after Watkins reports to the group that unknown others
were "throwing grenades" and "shooting people with paint balls," a man responds to her
telling her to be safe and adding, "Get it, Jess. Do your F**king thing. This is what we
f**king [unintelligible] up for. Everything we f**king trained for."
In an interview, Crowl's mother, Teresa Joann Rowe, said her son, who previously served in
the US Marine Corps, has expressed increasingly hostile political views in recent years.
"It felt like he did a 180-degree turnaround, felt like the world owed him a living and had a
big chip on his shoulder," she told CNN. "I don't know if it's because life didn't go the way he
planned."
Asked why she thinks Crowl may have been joined to this extremist group, she said, "I
would like to understand myself. I don't get it."
She said Crowl served in the Marine Corps for about six years starting in the late 1980's
and in recent years has done "odd jobs, being paid under the table so that he doesn't have
to pay taxes."
She said prior to the news surrounding the storming of the Capitol, she was unaware of
Crowl's involvement in any political groups, though she had heard him express pro-Donald
Trump political views. She also said she recalled Crowl stating that "they were going to
overtake the government if they... tried to take Trump's presidency from him. So he did
make that statement, but that was two or three years ago so I forgot all about it."
Oren Segal, vice president of the Anti-Defamation League's Center on Extremism, said he's
concerned some of those arrested have US military backgrounds.
"Some right-wing extremist groups, particularly the anti-government Oath Keepers, have a
long history of recruiting from current and former members of the military and law
enforcement," Segal told CNN.
"Oath Keepers are part of the resurgent militia movement, which believes the federal
government has been co-opted by a shadowy conspiracy that is trying to strip American
citizens of their rights. Though the Oath Keepers will accept anyone as members, what
differentiates them from other anti-government extremist groups is their explicit focus on
recruiting current and former military, law enforcement and first responder personnel," he
added.
This story has been updated with additional developments.
CNN's Curt Devine, Mallory Simon, Sara Sidner and Anna-Maja Rappard contributed to this
report.
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During the first debate between President Donald Trump and
Democratic challenger Joe Biden, Trump was criticized after telling the
Proud Boys, a white nationalist group, to “stand back and stand
by.” Law enforcement officials have been warning that the resurfacing
of groups that hold extremist ideologies has been on the rise.
According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), a civil rights
advocacy group, a record 940 hate groups were active in the United
States in 2019, up from the 784 groups listed five years prior.
Growing hate group activity in 2019 has coincided with an increase in
hate crime and was driven in part by a surge of white nationalist
groups. Such groups were linked to several racist attacks, according
to the SPLC. The number of white nationalist groups, including such
groups as Identity Evropa, Patriot Front, and the infamous Ku Klux
Klan, identified by the SPLC rose for the second straight year, and
represents a 55% increase since 2017. In 2018, the U.S. Census
Bureau announced its projection that by the year 2044, white

Americans will not be the majority, news that stoked fear and
resistance in the radical right.
To identify the states with most hate groups, 24/7 Wall St. reviewed
the number of hate groups in each state, according to SPLC, adjusted
for every 1 million state residents in 2019.
Across the country as a whole, there are 2.9 hate groups for every
million people. In some states, the concentration of hate groups is far
greater. These states tend to have a population with lower educational
attainment rates and lower income than the national averages. Six of
the 22 states with more than three hate groups per million residents
have a median household income higher than the national.
The states with the most hate groups per capita are also
overwhelmingly concentrated in the same region. More than half of the
22 states on this list are in the South.
Click here to see the states with the most hate groups per capita.
Click here to read our detailed methodology.

1. Montana
> Hate groups in 2019: 5.61 per million people (total: 6)
> Hate groups in 2010: 13.12 per million people — 2nd highest (total:
13)
> Pct. pop. identifying as white: 88.0% — 8th highest
> Pct. pop. foreign born: 2.3% — 3rd lowest
> Median household income: $57,153 — 11th lowest
Though Montana has relatively few hate groups active in the state,
due to its small population — just over a million people — the state
tops the list of states with most hate groups per capita. Montana
ranked second in 2010. Four of the six hate groups in the state in
2019 hold white supremacist ideology.
The state is among the least racially diverse in the U.S. Just 0.7% of
residents identify as Black, the second lowest share in the U.S., tied

with Idaho, and 88.0% of state residents identify as white, a far higher
share than the 72.0% of Americans who do.

